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Easy KEasy Keyboard Library Weyboard Library Workshoporkshop

No.4: Laughter In The Rain
Music  score  contained  in  EKL  ‘Love  Songs  -  Volume  22’  

Neil Sedaka’s ‘Laughter In The Rain’ has always been a
great favourite of mine.  It spent nine weeks in the UK
chart back in 1974 when, at 17 years of age I was
working in a music shop and wondering if I’d ever
make my way as an organ player.  Those were the
days!  Although it reached No.1 on the Billboard Hot
100 in 1975 the single peaked at No.15 in the UK chart.

My arrangement is included on the ‘Songs from the Easy
Keyboard Library’ CD (volume 2) where I added the
recognisable sax solo ‘improvisation’ - but you don’t need to
be able to do this in order to follow the workshop.

I expect you know the workshop format by now but, if not,
take a look back over previous articles and you’ll get the drift...

1.    Preparation

Numbering  the  music  score...

The music score in ‘Easy Keyboard Library - Love Songs
Volume 2’ goes straight into the verse of the song with no
introduction.  Because Tyros4 has a purpose-made
introduction to this song I’m going to use it - and so I
number the bars in the music score accordingly, starting with
bar 5 (to allow for the 4-bar intro).  This will make the last bar
on the written music sheet - bar number 35.

2.    Registrations

Note: Tyros4 owners can purchase a
SongKey (EKL-02) that will provide the
exact registrations I use for all the
arrangements featured in this series -
including the rhythm and chord
sequences as they are heard on the
‘Songs from the Easy Keyboard Library’
CDs.  The SongKey data is available,
either as a download from the Yamaha
Club on-line shop, or by post on a
‘SongKey’ USB stick. 

On my recording I play the piece through twice - and I
created a full bank of eight registrations for the complete
arrangement (fig.1).  The Tyros4’s Classic 8Beat style is used
throughout - at 103 bpm - although you can use another
8Beat style if your instrument doesn’t have this one.  

Registration  1 Whiter  Bars
Tyros4: OTS1 - voice part 3 (Classic 8Beat) 

Right 1/2.............. Off
Right 3................. Whiter Bars organ (volume 100)
Left.......................Classic Bars organ (volume 26)
Multi pad..............Shaker & Tamb (volume 127)

Style.....................Intro2 - MAIN A (Classic 8Beat) 
I set the volume of the style to 90 - but set 
yours to suit.  I switched the Intro lamp on 
before saving the registration in the 
memory button 1 so that it will be switched
on automatically whenever I select this 
registration to start the piece. 

Registration  2 Pops  Orchestra  Strings  1
(Glyn’s deep string mix) 

Right 1................. Real Strings - (volume 83)
Right 2................. Orch Strings (volume 120)
Right 3................. Strings (volume 100)
Left.......................Classic Bars organ (volume 26)

Multi pad..............Shaker & Tamb (volume 127)

Style.....................MAIN C (Classic 8Beat)
I switched the Fill-in lamp on before saving
the registration in the memory button 2 so 
that the fill-in will be activated automatically
as I move to the second registration.

Foot-switch.......... Assign to GLIDE.

A workshop series for the slightly more experienced and/or adventurous keyboard players -
in which we set out to turn a simply written tune into a ‘performance’.

Fig.1
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To lower the pitch of the deep string sound, I set the
OCTAVE levels of the right-hand voices in the TUNE
page of the Mixing Console as shown in fig.2.

If you listen to my recording you’ll hear the strings ‘dip’
at the end of some of the phrases.  This is achieved by
setting the foot-switch to trigger a downward glide
each time it is pressed.  The glide settings are shown
in fig.3 and are locked into the registration so that they
only take effect when Registration Memory button 2 is
selected.

Registration  3 Pops  Orchestra  Strings  2
(Glyn’s high string mix) 

Registration 3 is simply a copy of the setting above -
with the following adjustments...

1 The OCTAVE pitch of the RIGHT2 voice (shown in 
fig.2) is raised from ‘-1’ to ‘0’.

2 I cancelled the foot-switch GLIDE function by 
switching OFF parts Right1, Right2 and Right3 in 
the CONTROLLER page shown in fig.3.

3 Finally, I added a HARMONY effect by pressing 
[DIRECT ACCESS] followed by the 
HARMONY/ECHO button to call up the page 
shown in fig.4.

Now the strings played by my right hand will duplicate
the chords I play with my left. Clever!

Registration  4 Jazz  Sax
Tyros4: OTS3 (Classic 8Beat) 

Right 1................. Jazz Sax - (volume 100)
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................Classic Bars organ (volume 26)

Multi pad..............Shaker & Tamb (volume 127)

Style.....................MAIN A (Classic 8Beat)
I switched the Fill-in lamp on before 
saving the registration in the memory
button 4 so that the fill-in is activated 
automatically when the fourth 
registration is called up.

Foot-switch.......... Assign to GLIDE.
The glide setting is the same as the 
one I used earlier for the strings.  
The difference is in the technique 
because here the pedal is pressed a 
fraction ahead of the note - and is 
then released causing the pitch of 
the note to rise.

Registration  5 Whiter  Bars
Tyros4: OTS1 - voice part 3 
(Classic 8Beat) 

Right 1/2.............. Off
Right 3................. Whiter Bars organ (volume 100)
Left.......................All Bars Out organ (volume 34)
Multi pad..............Shaker & Tamb (volume 127)

Style.....................MAIN B (Classic 8Beat) 
I switched the Fill-in lamp on before 
saving the registration in the memory
button 5 so that the fill-in is activated 
automatically when Registration 5 is 
selected.

Foot-switch.......... Off (Set as in Registration 3).

Fig.2: Press the MIXING CONSOLE button and tab to the TUNE page
to set the OCTAVE settings for the Left and Right 1, 2 and 3 voices as
shown.

Fig.3: Press [DIRECT ACCESS] - then press the foot-switch to call up
the CONTROLLER page shown above.  Select GLIDE from the
FUNCTION list and adjust the settings as illustrated. 

Fig.4: Press [DIRECT ACCESS] followed by [HARMONY/ECHO] to
call up the HARMONY/ECHO page.  Then select 4-WAY OPEN from
the TYPE list and set the other parameters as shown.
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Easy KEasy Keyboard Library CDs by Glyn Maddeneyboard Library CDs by Glyn Madden
Audio  CDs  containing  performances  of  the  music  in  this

series  are  available,  price  £9.99  each  from  the  Club  shop.

Volume 1: House Of Eliot, It’s All Right With Me, It
Don’t Mean A Thing, The Green Door, Mister
Sandman, All I Have To Do Is Dream, Eternal
Flame, A Teenager In Love, It Doesn’t Matter Any
More, Amazing Grace, On The Sunny Side Of The
Street, Stardust, Misty, Annie’s Song, Autumn
Leaves, Magic Moments, Whatever Will Be Will
Be, La Bamba, Here’s That Rainy Day, It Had
To Be You, The Stripper, Cavatina, What A
Wonderful World, A Whiter Shade Of Pale,
Satin Doll, Come Fly With Me.

Volume 2: Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah ; Tuxedo Junction
/ Almost Like Being In Love ; Long Ago And Far
Away / The Nearness Of You ; The Way You Look
Tonight / A Foggy Day In London Town ; How High
The Moon / The Lady Is A Tramp ; Cabaret / The
Trolley Song ; Summertime ; My Foolish Heart /
Unforgettable ; Laughter In The Rain ; There's A
Kind Of Hush / Georgy Girl ; Smoke Gets In Your
Eyes ; A Fine Romance / All Of Me ; I Only Want To
Be With You / Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow? ; 
Till / My Way. 

Both albums are also now available to download from iTunes 
as titles ‘Easy Listening’ Volumes 1 and 2 

ReflectionsReflections
A new studio
album from 

Glyn Madden

Price:  £11.50  
(inc.  UK  p/p)

Available  on  CD
from:  Yamaha  Club

Ltd.
aanndd  ffoorr  ddoowwnnllooaadd  

ffrroomm  iiTTuunneess//AAmmaazzoonn

“The  album  features
instruments  from  several
generations  of  Yamaha
organs,  keyboards  and
Clavinovas  -  and  also  my
‘organ’’  organ,  a  Nord  C1,
which  produces  some  of  the
fabulous  ‘Hammond’’  type
sounds  you  will  hear.”

Glyn

Tracks include: 

1) That’s What Friends Are For  
2) Fly Me To The Moon / One 
Note Samba  3) The Windmills Of
Your Mind / The Summer Knows  
4) Carioca / Falicidade  5) I Won’t
Last A Day Without You  6) Going
Out Of My Head  7) Carillon  
8) Take The A-Train  9) Die
Moldau  10) The Look Of Love
11) The Marriage Of Figaro
Overture  12) 1941 March  13)
Nimrod  14) Hotpoints  15) ‘Til I
Loved You  16) La Chanson
d’Orphee  17) March from ‘A Little
Suite’  18) The Arrival Of The
Queen Of Sheba  19) Petite Valse
Caprice  20) I Made It Through
The Rain 

Registration  6 Jazz  Singers  Dwee
Tyros4: OTS1 (Big Band Jazz) 

Right 1................. Jazz Singers Dwee (volume 100)
Right 2/3.............. Off
Left.......................All Bars Out Fast organ (volume 30)

Harmony..............4-Way Close 2
Access the HARMONY/ECHO page as 
described for Registration 3.  Then adjust 
the HARMONY settings as shown in fig.5.  

Multi pad..............Shaker & Tamb (volume 127)

Style.....................MAIN C (Classic 8Beat) 
I switched the Fill-in lamp on before saving
the registration in memory button 6.

Foot-switch.......... Off

Registration  7 Jazz  Singers  Dwee
Tyros4: OTS1 (Big Band Jazz) 

Registration 7 is a copy of Registration 6 - with the following
adjustments...

1 The volume of the LEFT voice part is raised to 33.

2 The MAIN style variation is changed from ‘C’ to ‘D’. The 
fill-in is activated before saving as before.

3 The entire pitch is raised by one semitone by pressing 
the MASTER TRANSPOSE + button once before storing 
the registration in button 7. (fig.6)

Fig.5: Press [DIRECT ACCESS] followed by [HARMONY/ECHO] to call up the
HARMONY/ECHO page.  Then select 4-WAY CLOSE2 from the TYPE list and set
the other parameters as shown.
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Registration  8 Whiter  Bars
Tyros4: OTS1 - voice part 3 
(Classic 8Beat)

Registration 8 is a copy of Registration 1 - with the
following adjustments...

1 The volume of the RIGHT 3 voice part is reduced 
to 30.

2 The LEFT voice is changed to All Bars Out organ 
(volume 33) 

2 The MAIN style variation is changed from ‘A’ to ‘D’. 
The fill-in is activated before saving as before.

3 The entire pitch is raised by one semitone as in 
registration 7. 

3.    Performance Notes

Registration  1  -  Bar  1

I press Registration button 1 followed by the Sync Start
button - and then play a ‘D major’ chord in the left
hand part of the keyboard.  

If the registration has been set correctly the Intro 2
button will be activated as I select the first registration
- and the Intro begins as I strike the chord.

Note: I chose a D major chord to trigger the Intro
because D major is the key in which the EKL
arrangement is written (indicated by the two sharps in
the key signature at the start of each stave).

I let the Intro sequence run its 4-bar course (being
careful not to change my left hand chord whilst it does
this or I’ll throw the Intro’s pitch off-key).

At bar 5 I begin to follow the written arrangement - still
using the registration in button 1.  This continues until
bar 12 where I hit the MAIN B button to trigger a fill-in
pattern that takes me into the MAIN B style section at
bar 13.

Note: Check that the AUTO FINN-IN button is switched
on or the MAIN B button won’t trigger the fill-in. 

At the end of bar 13 I use the modulation wheel to speed
up the rotary speaker effect that’s built into the Whiter
Bars organ voice.  

Registration  2  -  Bar  15

At bar 15 I press the MAIN C style button (which
activates the fill-In pattern - as the style moves from the
MAIN B to the MAIN C section.  This gives me time to
call up Registration 2 (Pop Orchestra Strings 1) for the
start of bar 16. 

The deep strings play through the next eight bars -
with another fill-in from MAIN C at bar 19 - and I make
use of the glide function (assigned to the foot-switch)
to bend the note downwards at the end of the first
phrase. 

At the end of bar 22 (if you’re quick enough) hit the fill-
in MAIN D button - then, right at the start of bar 23,
follow this with the BREAK button before pressing
Registration 3 ready for the start of the next phrase at
bar 24. 

Note: It really is hard to fit everything in during the
available time - so don’t worry if you can’t do it.  This is
where a using a chord sequence can be so useful -
because you then only have to concentrate on playing
the notes!

Registration  3  -  Bar  24

The automatic harmony effect takes care of the right-
hand chords that feature in my recording at this point.
At bars 30 and 31 I trigger fill-in MAIN B - followed by
fill-in MAIN A at bar 32 to take the style back to its
most gentle section.  

Note: At bar 31 I deviate from the score somewhat -
holding the A7 chord (at bar 31) for an extra bar as I
press the fill-in MAIN A.  Then, instead of continuing to
the written bar 32, I go back to the beginning of the
written score and extend the arrangement by playing
the piece a second time. 

Registration  4  -  Bar  5  (sequence - bar 33)

If you listen to my recording you’ll hear that I play the
well-known sax solo associated with Neil Sedaka’s
original version of Laughter In The Rain.  The sax
improvisation simply follows the written chords from
bar 5 through to bar 12.  This means that if you don’t
feel confident of copying what I played (or of making
an improvisation of your own) you can simply play the
music as written - but this time using the sax voice.
Whichever you choose it will make a nice contrast to
what’s gone before...

At bar 12 I hit the fill-in MAIN B button to lead me into
the next section at bar 13. 

Registration  5  -  Bar  13  (sequence - bar 41)

At bar 13 (41) I select Registration 5 - ‘Whiter Bars’ to
re-introduce the organ sound.  I make use of the
modulation wheel, as during the first play through, to
control the speed of the rotary speaker effect at the
end of bar 13.  I also trigger the fill-in MAIN C at bar 15
to take me into the next section...  

Registration  6  -  Bar  16  (sequence - bar 44)

At bar 16 call up Registration 6 - ‘Jazz Singers Dwee’. 

I played this section with full chords in my right hand
but it’s much easier to let the automatic HARMONY
feature fill out the chords for you.  

To set the correct harmony effect I press [DIRECT
ACCESS] followed by [HARMONY/ECHO] and adjust (if
necessary) the harmony settings as illustrated in fig.5.  

At bar 19 I add a fill-in by pressing the MAIN C style
button and then continue to bar 22.  Here I add
another fill-in, this time pressing the MAIN D button -
and follow this immediately (at bar 23) with a BREAK.

The drum only fill in the BREAK section gives me time
to select Registration 7 ready for the start of bar 24.

Registration  7  -  Bar  24  (sequence - bar 52)

Registration 7 is pretty much the same as registration 6
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except that it contains a TRANSPOSER setting that lifts the
pitch of the whole instrument 1 semitone.

I also introduce Multi Pad 1 from the ‘Shaker & Tambourine’
set (also contained within the Registration 7) setting. This
should give the last chorus section a bit of extra ‘punch’ to
round the whole thing off.  

Note: I’m always a little sorry to have to explain to Clavinova
owners that this is one feature their instrument doesn’t have.
Sadly you’ll have to skip this bit (unless you’re a dab-hand at
style programming in which case you’ll be able to add a
tambourine to the style!).

At bar 30 I add another fill-in - using the MAIN C style section
- before hitting the Registration 8 button towards the end of
bar 31 (you’ll find a convenient rest in the music score here). 

Registration  8  -  Bar  16  (sequence - bar 60)

Registration 8 brings back the Whiter Bars organ sound and,
deviating again from the path of the written music sheet, I
return to bar 16 and the start of the chorus section once

more.  This time though I ‘twiddle’ my way through an
improvisation based on the chords of the chorus - from bar
16 through to bar 24 where I return to the tune briefly before
pressing the FADE IN/OUT button and let the music fade
away like a 70’s pop record. 

As I’ve said before, don’t worry if you can’t do the
improvisation.  Just play the tune as written - the change of
sound introduced by Registration 8 will serve to lift the music
nicely and keep the interest of your audience.

4.    And finally

Well done if you’ve worked your way through this one. There
are quite a lot of button and foot-switch changes to master
(as well as the notes!).  Whether you complete it or not I
hope you’ll enjoy ‘having a go’ because along the way you’ll
find out a great deal about your wonderful keyboard or
Clavinova - and, of course, how to arrange a simple tune into
something a little more special.     

1: INTRO 2 - REG 1 2: INTRO 2 3: INTRO 2 4: INTRO 2

5: MAIN A 6: MAIN A 7: MAIN A 8: MAIN A 

9: MAIN A 10: MAIN A 11: MAIN A 12:       b3 FILL IN B

13: MAIN B 14: MAIN B 15:       b3 FILL IN C 16: MAIN C

17: MAIN C 18: MAIN C 19: FILL IN C 20: MAIN C

21: MAIN C 22: FILL IN D 23: BREAK 24: MAIN C

25: MAIN C 26: MAIN C 27: MAIN C 28: MAIN C

29: MAIN C 30: FILL B 31: FILL B 32: FILL IN A

Glyn’s Chord SequenceGlyn’s Chord Sequence
This is the chord chart I used for my recording of ‘Laughter In The Rain’ You can sequence the chords into the Song Creator
program using the step-write facility or you can try to play them live.  My arrangement begins with a four-bar introduction using
the Tyros4’s Classic 8Beat style.  I pick up the Easy Keyboard Library’s written score at bar 5.     

2:  2nd  time  through
Sequence bars 33 to 59 provide the accompaniment to the
repeat  of bars 1 to 32 in the written score...  

DDDD DD DD

DDMM77 //    DD66      //  GGaadddd99 EEmm77 //    AA77      //  DDMM77 //    DD66      //  

DDMM77 //    DD66      //  GGaadddd99 EEmm77 //    AA77      //  DD    //      //    DDMM77/C#

BBmm77    //    BBmm77/A    / EEssuuss44 //    EE77      //  AAssuuss44 //    AA      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          //

FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          // FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          //

FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  BBbbMM77 AAssuuss44 //    AA      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          //

FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          // FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          //

FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  BBbbMM77 AAssuuss44 AA77

33: MAIN A 34: MAIN A 35: MAIN A 36: MAIN A 

37: MAIN A 38: MAIN A 39: MAIN A 40:       b3 FILL IN B

41: MAIN B 42: MAIN B 43:       b3 FILL IN C 44: MAIN C

45: MAIN C 46: MAIN C 47: FILL IN C 48: MAIN C

49: MAIN C 50:       b3 FILL IN D 51: BREAK 52: MAIN D

53: MAIN D 54: MAIN D 55: MAIN D 56: MAIN D

57: MAIN D 58: FILL IN D 59: FILL IN C

DDMM77 //    DD66      //  GGaadddd99 EEmm77 //    AA77      //  DDMM77 //    DD66      //  

DDMM77 //    DD66      //  GGaadddd99 EEmm77 //    AA77      //  DD    //      //    DDMM77/C#

BBmm77    //    BBmm77/A    / EEssuuss44 //    EE77      //  AAssuuss44 //    AA      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          //

FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          // FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          //

FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  BBbbMM77 AAssuuss44 //    AA      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          //

FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          // FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          //

FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  BBbbMM77 AAssuuss44 //    AA      //  

60: MAIN D 61: MAIN D 62: MAIN D 63: MAIN D 64: MAIN D 65: MAIN D 66: MAIN D 67: FILL IN D

68: MAIN D 69: MAIN D 70: MAIN D 71: MAIN D 72: MAIN D 73: MAIN D 74: MAIN D 75: FILL IN D

GGmm77    //    CC77          // FFMM77 //    DDmm77      // GGmm77    //    CC77          // FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          //  FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  BBbbMM77 AAssuuss44 //    AA      //  

GGmm77    //    CC77          // FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          // FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  GGmm77    //    CC77          // FFMM77 //    DDmm77      //  BBbbMM77 AAssuuss44 //    AA      //  

3:  Repeat  of  Chorus  section  to  fade  and  finish
Sequence bars 60 to 75 for the final section as my arrangement repeats the chorus section for the last time.

1:  1st  time  through


